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From: J. Schoenwetter 

Title: Preliminary Palynological Investigations on the 
Archaic Horizon 

INTRODUCTION 

In March and April of 1965, pollen analysis wae undertaken on 
a suite of sixteen stratigraphic sediment aamples from the 
Armijo Shelter for Eastern New Mexico University. The samples 
were associated with BMII, BMIII, Santa Ana-Atrisco. and San 
Jose cultural materials, and the lowermost two samples were of 
culturally sterile sediment. Only seven of the samples 
yielded sufficient pollen for analy.is using the standard 
extraction and counting techniques of. this laboratory. 

It was apparent that th, other .BPle. contained pollen. but in 
such reduced frequency that the proportion of orqanic and 
inorganic debris on the slides was extremely high. Therefore, 
the nine samples were processed by a differert techniquel one. 
deSigned to more fully eliminate detritus and concentrate the 
pollen. Four more counts were obtained. If yet another 
technique of extraction was used on the remaining five samples 
even �he8e might yield pollen counts, but there was no time 
to attempt such a process. 

It is known 'chat different extraction techniques sometimes 
produce different results on the same pollen sample, so when 
two extraction methods are used on the same series. it may be 
argued that 'comparison of pollen counts from samples p�ocesBed 
in different way� is suspect. In the present in8tance there is 
no direct data to allow evaluation. but there is a fair amount 
of consistency in results between sample 15 and sample 16, 
which were processed in different wayso and sam�les 5 and 0, 
which were 'proceseed in clifferellt ways. In my opinion there! is 
little reason to presume that the results of samples I, 2, 3. 
4, 5, 10 and ]5 ale not comparable to those of samples 6. 7, 
9 and 16 • 
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aBSVLTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Samples 8. 11, 12. 13 and 14 failed to yield sufficient 
pollen for analysis, and sample 9 yielded only a lOO-grain 
count. The other ten samples gave the 200-qrain base count 
which this laboratory uses aa its standard. The pollen 
diagram is drawn up in the normal fasbion of this laboratory 
and it reflects the use of an adjusted pollen sum (Schoenwetter 
and Eddy. 1964. pp. 69-12). 

The stratigraphic pollen series seems to be divisible into 
a number of discrete zones. The uppermost sample is the only 
availa�le representative-of the first zone. This zone is 
characterized by a significant increase in arboreal pollen 
and a significant increase in Ambrosieae pollen relative to 
the samples immediately below. The second zone is recognized 
in the samples collected 16 and 22 inches below surface. Not 
only are these distinctive by reference to the sample collected 
at 10 inches below surface, but they also contain les8 Artemisi! 
pollen than those immediately below and none of the hygric 
pollen types (TyphA. Sal¥5 and Cyperaceae)0 These samples are 
also distinctive in containing Rpbedra pollen of a different 
type than the otber samples. 

The aaaples collected at 26 inches, 34 inches, 40 inches. 46 
inches and 58 incbes below surface may be considered collectively 
aa members of a third zone characterized by the presence of 
pollen of plants adapted to hygric conditions. This zone may 
be subdivided into a l&t�� .���e (IlIa) characterized by 
significantly higher frequencies of Artemisia pollen. and an 
earlier one (tUb) characterized by significantly higher 
frequ�nci.s.of grass pollen. 

The sample from 64 incbes below aurface conatitutea Zone IV. 
�t is characterized by significantly higher Ambroaieee 
frequencies than zonea aboVe or below it. '!'his sample 
contained one grain of � pollen. !!! pollen is differentiated 
from pollen of Tripeicum or EuchBlaena (teosinte) by eurface 
sculpturing visible by phas. contrast microscopy and by its 
range of size which, while overlapping with the others, is 
somewhat larger. Since no phaae contrast equipment was 
available for use in determining that this grain was �. 
8ize was relied on. '!'he grain. in its crushed fossil 
state, bas a measurable diameter of 67.5 microns and probably 
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meaBures over 85 microns in an expanded condition . 

is masked by the fulda of the crushed grain. Under 
immersion (900X) the surface of the grain i8 finely 
microreticulate. 

3 

The pore 
oU 

The sample from 94 inches (Zone V) is distinctive in its 
siqnificantly higher frequency of juniper pollen, and ita 

significantly lower frequency of Chenopodiaceae pollen. It 
contains significantly lea. Ambrosiaae pollen than the sample 
from Zone IV, and no pollen of hygric plant a or cultigena. 

The sample from 100 inches differs sufficiently in its 
Juniparus frequency to be deaignated as a separate zone (VI). 
In other respects it i8 like Zone V. 

The interpretation of environmental conditions from the 
statistics of a palynological spectrum proceeda in two faahione. 
The empirical approach, utilized primarily in pollen inveatigations 
in the American Southwest, compares the reaulta from surface 
samples collected under known conditions of vegetation with 
subsurface samples and applies the principle of uniformity in 
interpretation of the latter. A second approach considers the 
ecological factors pertaining to tbe pollen taxa recoqnized in 
the subsurface samples in light of their modern floral 
equivalents. 

50 surface samples bave been collected or analyzed from the 
area in which this site occurs. nor from the general vegetation 
pattern. of this r&qion. Any attempt to utilize the empirical 
approach to interpretation, then, must be baaed upon samples 
collected to the north and west in Hew Mexico or to the soath 
and west in Arizona. In the area of tbe aite the vegetation 
pattern would be characterized .s a shrub and grassland 
coamunity dominated by saltbush, with favorable site location. 
supporting savanna and woodlands of juniper or juniper and 
pinyon. 'l'he surface sampl.s which have been collected to the 
north are from a region which supports more saqebrush than 
saltbush. The northern area bas species of gra.se. which tend 
to be more cold tolerant where juniper and pinyon are absent, and 
more pinyon wh�re the tre.. are pre.ent. The surface .amples 
which have been collected to the south are from a region which 
supports almoat pure gra •• communities (desert qra •• landa', and 
oak or oak-juniper savannas wbere trees are present. Both 
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saltbush and sagebrush are es.entially abeent in the south. 
ThUB the empirical approach must be applied with c8Q�ion and 
the interpretations based upon it must be conGidered only the 
best available estimates. 

A majo� diatinction Which can be drawn between surface samples 
collected from the steppes and savannas to the north and the 
desert", grasslands and savannas to the south is in the amount 
of arboreal pollen contain�d. Table 1 diagrama the known 
range of AP frequency (on the basi. of an adjusted pollen sum) 
for the var.ious vegetation patterns. It will be noted that 
values greater than 50 per cent are restricted to the northern 
savannas. Value" lells than 10 per cent are X8lil'tricted to 
bouthem grasslands and deserts. Applying the empirical 
approach, we should be able to characterize a pollen 8p1!ctrul 
aa more probably a reflection of southern than northern 
vegetation patterns if it contains lea. that 10 per cent A'-'. 

Both the empirical approach and the ecological approaeh agree 
that samples containing MY frequency of pollen of �ali:s., 
Typha or Cyperaceae indicate particular edaphic conditions. 
It has been empirically determined that pollen of cattaile and 
sedges is not disseminated over any great distances, •. nd 
collections made directly under willow trees rarely contain 
more than a few per cent willow pollen. Judqinq by surface 
15211Uplea collected in the north, however, it aeems that "then 
peculiar edaphie conditione are evidenced by the occurrence of 
pollen of hygric plants, the AP frequencies do not accurately 
reflect the vegetation pattern. Probably this occurs because 
the pollen Bh� by the local flora is over-represented aQd al.o 
because the edaphic situation allows un�aually good pr�"lvation 
ot grainG Which �xe ordinarily destroyed. 

Pollen grains referable to the Amb�s:i.eae are found in surface 
samples. but u.ually in low frequ�nc�. Martin (1963) nrqued 
that high frequencies of Ambrosiaae (low-apine Compositae) 
pollen were indications of high water tables and u.�ianecteci 
floodplains, but recent work on surface samples in southea.torn 
Arizona haa tended to nullifl' this conclusion. It would Bcem 
that high frequencies of ANbrosieae pollen occur commonly at 
some times and not at others, and therefore they are a good 
stratigraphir. index £083i1. 7be ccoloqical significanoe of 
their �h.��nce is still debatable, however • 
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Martin haa demonstrated (1963, p. 51) that the occurrence 
of the two morphologically distinct varietie. of Ephedra 
pollen haa some ecological significance. Sites containing 
significantly more than 50 per cent nevadensis-type pollen 
are distributed in that part of the Southwest which enjoys 
more of a winter-dominant precipitation pattern, while sites 
contailling more of the torreyana-type pollen'are in th.t part 
whi<:h gats m ore of a summer-clominant .. A;'nf.U nat.tam. 
Variations in nevadans!s and torreYana-type Ephedra pollen, 
then, seem to be a significant ecological index. 

Applying the principles of inter pretation discuased above, 
Zone I would appear to indicate some vegetation pattern lea. 
moi«t tha n a northern savanna acd more moiet than a southern 
gras.land or de.ert. The relatively low Gramineae values are 
not inconsistent with an interpretation of grassland. In view 
of the high Chenopodiaceae values and the unusually high 
juniper valuea, I believe that the ecological approach m!9ht 
justify interpretation of a saltbush-dominated steppe vegetation 
pattern similar to that of the area today with juniper SBvannas 
nearby. 

In Zone II times, the vegetation pattern at the site was 
probably not much different from that durin9 Zone I times, but 
IIOI1\fl ChaJl98 had occurred. 'l'he junipers ftem to have been 
located further from the site area than occurred later. 'l'he 
occurrence of the nevadensia-type of Eehedra pollen (without 
the torreYJUla-type)would indicato more definite influence of 
conditions presently represented more frequently to the north 
of the area. 

The �p frequencies of the Zone III spectra are not a reliable 
index to the basic vegetation pattern because of tbe evidenced 
peculiar edaphic conditions. The locality was p�obably on the 
margin of an ephemeral e1.en8'1a throughout Zone III time. The 
fine ly laminated condition of the alluvial unit tends to 
support th1Q environmantal reconstruction. The higher frequencieS 
of Artemisia pollen in Zone tlJa aay be interpreted as an 
indication of a more northerly vegetation pattern occurring at 
that time. It seem. pos.ible that the overall ecological 
condition may have been one of a northern steppe pattern. In 
Zone IIXb times, the grass pollen frequency i8 increased. 
This may simply be a r_flection of the cienega environment, 
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if it i. not an artifact produced by people bringing grass 
into the rock-Shelter. As it occurs in conjunction with low 
Artemisia and Chenopodiaceae values, it may be interpreted 
�s an indioation of the occurrence of a veqetation pattern 
now more usual to the south .• 

During Zone IV time, the AP value is consistent with an 
int�rpretation of a more southerly vegetation �attern. The 
red�ced gra.s frequency, however. indicates that it ie not ot 
the same Bort as �l!12red during Zone IIIb tillla. The 
Chenopodiaceae "alues seem to justify an interpretation of 
a ealtbush dOlllirlant e co logy, like present, albeit with fewer 
tress near the· eite than occured dtlring Zone I U.mell. 

the sample fr� :�one V b.. a h igher AP frequency than is 
expectable in th,� 80uthern gr�ul.lands or deaerts. but· not one 
higher than ia found today in the southern savannas. The 
increaaed gras8 irequency appears more conaiatent with auch 
an ecological nicbe than a mo� northerly steppe or savanna 
where mote Cheno),x,cliaceae and Alit_hi. Iliqht lit expected. 
The IIIaJUe arqWIIfJnt: holcls for Zone VI. 'l'he hip gra •• 

frequencies appear more probably a reflection of • southerly 
environmental influence land are 1II0st consietent with a 
gras.land or deeert interpretation. 

, 
Put another way. l:he environmental conditione at the llite can 
be considered in three c:ategol'iesl 1'; essentially similar to 
today .(Zones 1 an<� IV) I (2) indicati� ecological influencee 

now more effectiv<l in the north. (Zones 1I and lIla) I and (3) 
indicating ecological influences now more effective in the 
south (Zonee !IIb. V. aDd VI). This conclusion is in basic: 
accord with other. palynological studies of the post-glaclal 
environments of �he American Southwest (Martin. 1963: BevIl', 
1964) which bave indicated varia tions cceuring througb time 
in the winter-dolninant (no�them) and ;amma.r-domi� t 
(southern) rainfall conditione. When a summer-dominant 
condition is apparent in other areas, tbe Armijo shelter 
record sbould indicate either conditions similer to thODe of 
today or conditions reflecting influence o� more southerly 
vegetation patterns. When a winter-dominant condition is 
evidenced in other area. the Armijo abelter record should 
indicate conditions reflecting influence of more northerly 
vegetation patterns • 
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'n Zon IlIa times the t rn of '·'l.nter..v.O:,linwt 'ondi tian . was 

li'lo ' ff£" t, bu"l: "h' B ch nge to s' -dc'uinant c;) ,di tion 

. n Zon� II .h. 3y corre t on 1 h <l s5.mila.: Shl ft . n tho 
rizol ')011 n chr ology (Nl!rti • 1963), thiEl -.lariat 011 at i.:h!:' 

end 0 [, .. n Jo t... ..�oula cEte aboll� 2000B.C 'l'b5.a date e .s 

som what erro OUS :.n vi '/I of e ·ti·l tes abolA'l,: l:h � e of th 
cultural m + �'a18 associ t�, out �t must be =ccogniz d chat the 
date 0 2000 B C for the Zone IlIa-:l:I:r.) shift is mostly 
guet. o ... k. It is obt ined by a correlati041 of interpretlltion of 
ecologl.cal co'" '-I.tions et Armijo Tank with a similar illterpreta;:ion 
in oU 'h rll ."!.r':'zon . In Ilouthorn Arizona the:::e al'� two radio-
carbon dtltcs available for the palynological unj.t under c01181deratiop, 
and the baat .a�t·;mate of age for the relevant pollEm shift there 
is 2000 B.C" is date could easily l:� a waole mD.leni m, or 
even one and a hali: mille�ia, off in either direction • 

III Zone tV, V nd VI <'s in Zone IIn), \ ... e S0eill ·co be deal.ng 
",i th a B 'c-dominant con ; tion. B:t correlation wi "h Mart ... r.. 13 

chronology, t.he inoia ted zones would all date between 20nO D.C 
Clr:d ':;OG::) C. The rather rcmo.e possibility exiats that a 

winte_-daminant condition occurs ::.n 1:ho sampl whicb yielded 
inau .f· cient pollen (70-88 inches). If it is the case. 7;ones 
V ana Irloui.d date old r than SO 0 B i? by pollon correl tic·n 

of the hypotheticlll wi'lter-c.\or.l'.nD.nt eOildition with .hat 
. ecogni d 'n f.mr"in chrol1olog at 6000-8000 B C. 

CULTURAL ECO� 

The moe. i.nteres.:' ng r.esult of this S1:11dy, fr·ot. the lCchneological 

poi t f v is .e l�ck of rna ze pollen in the Basketm�ker 
amp s. a1.�w � defin tely mown to hcNe l'leen 'lro" :I.n tl'� 

Sout t on thi" cult ra' ho:::-izo!1 and DUC�1 before. Mai'e pollen 
s fou in .3 oci� �ion \fith macrofof1eila of r-: .•. ize f om 
asketm r an Arch ic sitae 11ar'.1.r.. n.d.; Schoen;,r ,tel: 1962: 

Revl:r. 196 ';1 and ... n, 1')5 ' Se oen .. tter an, Eddy, 19'54) 
nd it i <'.liso _ound \·-hOl_ no mn-rofo'sils are recov r '::I foiJU' in 
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and Schoenwetter, 1961: Martin, 1963: Schoenwetter, 1962: 
Bevly, 1964a: Schoenwetter and Eddy, 1964). Thus the lack of 
maize pollen is probably significant, but there are a number of 
explanations possible. The economic function of the site, for 
example, or the season of occupation, or some cultural 
peculiarity in the handling of the maize plants and/or pollen. 

If the lack of maize pollen on the Basketmaker and Santa Ana
Airisco horizons is significant, then its presence on the San 
Jose horizon is even more significant. If there is a cultural 
continuum here, it must be recognized that the people did know 
of corn but for some reason were definitely not following 
cultural patterns which would allow for incorporation of corn 
pollen in the sedimentary matrix of their habitation area. 

A rather simple explanation would be that the site was not 
occupied during the season when corn was being grown. In 
view of the fact that the site was on the margin of a cienega 
during much of its period of occupation, this would be 
reasonable. During the growing seaBon of corn the site was 
probably too wet and soggy for comfortable occupancy, but during 
the winter months, when the cienega dried out, it would afford 
a dry sheltered location near a small but reliable water source. 
It would also be located near a supply of edible cattail and 
sedge roote. If corn was brought into the site in the winter season, 
it might be expected that it would be already shelled, and 
perhaps already ground to flour. The pollen would not be carried 
into the site in quantity, since it clings to the silk and 
exf:erior foliage of the maize plant after dissemination from the 
tassels. The pollen grain never comes into contact with ovule 
for fertilization of spermatophytes: it therefore is not 
expected to cling to the seeds. 

What natural resources may have been available to the occupants 
of Armijo shelter at various times? During the pre-San Jose and 
the San Jose horizons the resources would have been about the 
same ones available to the Chiricahua and Mescalero Apache during 
historic times. During Santa Ana-Atrisco and BM II times the 
resources would have been about the same as those historically 
available at Cochiti, San Felipe and Santo Domingo. Durinq late 
BMIII times, the present resources of the region were more 
probably available. The exploitation of th05e resources, however, 
is a cultural pattern, and no amount of paleoecological 
reconstruction can yield data on what environmental opportunities 
were, or were not. exploited. 
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All that J�leoecological reconstruction can do is allow the 
recognition of a range of probable resources which can ��rve the 
archaeol')gist as a framework within which respectable hypotheses 
can be formulated. xf one does not know the nature of the 
enviroflJlent, the occurrence of a large number of Pwoodworking 
tools� is simply a criterion for differentiating one horizon 
from �nother. When one can demonstrate that. on the horizon on 
which such tools occur in quantity. there was little available 
wood, the tools and their associations can be reconsidered in 
cul�ural terms and their meaning and function investigated. 

PP.OPOSALS 

!�e results of this preliminary investigation can be considered 
extremely valuable in that they have pointed to the direction of 
necessary supplementary research. Firat. it is evident that 
distinctive palynological horizons can be recognized as occurring 
through the Basketmaker and Archaic cultural periods as has been 
demonstrated for later periods in the Southwest. Such horizons 
should be extremely valuable stratigraphic tools to the 
archaeologist. since so very few sites of this time period are 
stratified. 

Second. the value of the techDi�le for the interpretation of the 
cuI tural ecology of this time ?'tldod cannot be over-elllpQasized. 
The underlying philosophy to the Mstages of culture" apPJ:oach of 
most archaeologists deals with a progressive evolution of 
economically oriented technology. This philosophy must be put to 
the empirical test whenever the opportunity allows. To undertake 
such a study adequately we cannot continue with the assumption 
that the environment presently observed at a site is equivalent 
to that which the occupants encountered. We must not only know 
if the environment was different, but when it was different and - -

how it was different as well as what cultural variations are 
-

associated with what environmental variations. Of the 
pal�cological techniques the archaeologist can utilize to 
raeo!ve these matters, pollen analysis is the most precise, the 
most comparative, the most obtainable. and the least expensive 
per unit of recovered informati�n. Other techniques can, and 
IIhould.·. supplement the paleoecological investigation of the 
pollen anslyst�. Geomorphological, geochemical, malacological, 
�aunal and paleobot�cal techniques also should be applied to 
the archaeological project, and the wider the horizon one seeks 
to investigate, the more time-consuming and expensive the project 
becomes. The nature of the site and the nature of the archaeological 
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problem are the two factors '�hich must carry most weight in 
making the decision of which, if any, paleoecological techniques 
are to be utilized. The valle of pollen analysis for this area 
seems fairly well demonstrated in this report. 

Third, though pollen studies have been undertaken on the time 
horizon involved in other arnas, the attempt at correlation of 
the Armijo Shelter samples w .. th those from other areas yielded 
.only very rough dates. It fl�ems highly unlikely that this was 
due to an error. or fault, (If the method. Pollen sequences in 
the Southwest· in the AoD. 1110-1960 time period have shown very 
close correlation in varlou:1 areas, and there is some evidence 
that ecological variations ::ecogIlized in the Southwest are 
correlative with variat.ions gene�al in the northern hemisphere. 
It seems more likely tilat t:le Olvailable pollen sequences are 
correct, insofar as t:ley gr." but lacking in sufficiently specific 
dating con·i::rol. The potentia.l cultural chronology, especially 
if it can be equatej with' internal stratigraphy, alluvial units, 
and radiocarbon ar.'J tree-ri.19 dates, can provide the necess .. � 
epecific dating centrol on ·,.be Pc,llel:l spectra. This, in tu:m. 
will malte the dating potentinl of the pollen analytic technique 
more effective ;n aituations wh�re other controls are l��ing. 

. .. 

To accomplish tne three research ��oblems outlined above, I 
suggest the follow:ing approach to be undertaken in conjunction 
with the futurE' ret.earch planll of llr. Williams: 

(1) In conjun(�tlcn with the survey··and-testing phase of her 
proposed proje(:t, two kinds of pollen samples should be 
collected. Fr� elch site or ait'3 area located, a surface pollen 
sample should be t.llten anj observ;ltions recorded on the presently 
occurring flora. '!'tHse slapies will act as controls on the 
subsurface materials, allowing an empirical index of Qpresent 
conditions- and·�13 expJctable r��ge of vari�tion. From each 
aite excavated or test�d. a suite of stratifiAd samples should be 
collected with tl.e saro� degree of control (i.e., 4-inch or 6-inch 
levels) as the cllturl.l materials and in direct association with 
them. Same of the si;es investigated will probably be alluvial 
profiles of int"rest and concern to the project geologist. 
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It is not expected that all of the surface or all of the 
sub-surface samples will be analyzed. When the results of 
the test excavations have been analyzed, it should be possible 
to delimit accurately a cultural chronology for the area 
studied. Pollen samples associated with well-defined horizons 
in this chronology--probably only a small proportion of those 
collected--can be processed and analyzed and the resultant 
pollen chxonulogy will be controlled by the cultural one. 
This chrol�logy would at once be a paleoclimatic chronology 
and a cultural ecological chronology since it comes directly 
frOll'! the sites. 

(2) In conjunction with the Armijo Shelter excavation phase 
of Dr. William's project, an expanded pollen program should 
be undertaken to take advantage of the rare opportunity 
offered by this stratified site. Samples should be analyzed 
at 4-inch intervals from this locality to obtain a second 
chronology which will act as a check on the survey chronology. 
Between the two there is every reason to expect that there 
will be sufficient detail to allow correlations with other 
pollen chronologies from the Southwest and the emergence 
of n.uch information of stratigraphic and cultural ecological 
value. Other pollen samples from this site could also be 
analyzed for the resolution of specific cultural problems, 
such as the correlation of lithologically distinctive strata 
in different parts of the shelter. 

It is to be expected that research approach (1) will 
necessitate the analysis of about 100 subsurface samples, 
and research approach (2) will necessitate analysis of an 
additional 40 samples • 
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